
133Cleaners, lubricants and more for electronics.

Spray away problems easily and quickly

Restore, maintain and enhance your electronics
with easy -to -use service chemicals from RadioShack

 New! DeoxIT and ProGold electrical contact restorer/enhancers

 Dust remover spray to clean delicate surfaces without scratching

 Antistatic cleaner to eliminate potentially damaging static charges

 PTFE super -lubricants with easy -to -use, no -waste applicators
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Velocity nonflammable
dust remover spray
Excellent choice for cleaning delicate surfaces-camera,
camcorder and projector lenses, copiers, computer
keyboards and screens, LCD displays and more. With
flexible extension tube. 10 ounces. #64-4351

Cooling spray helps
spot thermal defects
Find thermal defects easier in printed circuit traces and
components. Also useful for protecting heat -sensitive
components during soldering. Nonflammable. Cools
to below -62°F, leaves no residue. 4.5 ounces.
#64-4321

TV-tuner/control cleaner/lubricant
Restores performance by cleaning dirty contacts in
rotary -style TV tuners, volume or tone controls and
switches. Ideal for all types of home and automotive
electronics. Often, just a quick cleaning will eliminate
"scratchiness" in volume or tone controls and drift in
rotary TV tuners. Safe on most plastics. Nonflammable.
4.5 ounces. #64-4315
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NEW DecxlT ProGold' Kit
DeoxIT spray clears, rejuvenates and helps enhance
performance of electrical contacts in virtually anything
electronic. Helps batteries last longer and controls
work more reliably. Great for use on contacts and
keypads in wireless phones, toys, digital cameras,
computers, audioNideo equipment and more. After
surface is cleaned with DeoxIT, apply included ProGold
spray to assure maximum long-term protection. Kit
incluces one 14 -gram mini -can DeoxIT spray and one
of ProGold. #64-4338

Precision electronics
cleaner With brush attachment
Cleans away dust, dirt and oxides. After spraying, use
the included brush to remove heavy concentrations in
hard -to -reach places. Safe on most plastics. Leaves no
residue. 5.5 ounces. #64-4345

All-purpose antistatic cleaner
is perfecT for glass and plastic
Neutralizes static electricity on exterior surfaces,
removes most light soils and inks while eliminating
dust buildup. Leaves a pleasant odor. For keyboards,
copiers, TVs, printers, other glass, plastic and metal
surfaces. 6 ounces. #64-3310

Not fcr use on internal electroric components.

Household lubricating gel
PTFE super-Lbricant is perfect for hinges, sliding
doors, tools and more. Provides superior
adhesion-stays where you put it. 3 -ounce tube.
#64-2326

NEW DeoxIT pen
Cleans, lubricates and helps
preserve electrical contacts
on switches, connectors
and controls. Easy to use.
Just a drop helps batteries
last longer and helps
improve performance of
all types of electronic
equipment. #64-4336

Convenient and precise pen -style applicators

NEW ProGold pen
Highly effective conditioner,
lubricant and preservative
for electronic connectors,
contacts and controls. Ideal
for use on computers,
audio/video equipment,
wireless phone keypads, toys,
remote controls and more.
#64-4337

NEW Circuit Writer
conductive pen
Makes instant conductive silver
traces on most surfaces. Jse to
repair defective traces on circuit
boards, make jumpers, design
circuits, even fix heater traces
on vehicle rear w ndows. Dries
in minutes. #64-4139
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Precision oiler
with PTFE
Super -lubricant PTFE
sticks to surface, will not
wash off. Precision tip fits
into hard -to -reach places.
For electronics, electric
motors, marine
equipment. oz. #64-2301

Note to online customers: Hazardous materials surcharges and restrictions may apply for air shipments. Call 1-800-442-7221 before ordering.


